I Love Toy Trains Opening Theme

Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains 1-13 Videos)

As they travel along on the railroad track
With the little boxcars being pulled in back
You can hear the sound of that clickity clack
As they pass the houses and the little toy shack

Chorus:
It's a wonderful kind of feeling, it's a feeling I can't explain
It's a wonderful kind of feeling, that's the reason I love toy trains

On a rainy day when the sun won't shine
I can count on them to make me feel just fine
There's always lots of fun comin’ down the line
Pass the station house and the railroad sign

(Chorus)
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2. “Smooth Operator”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Toy Trains 4 Video)

You got that thick black smoke comin' out of your stack  
You got a hundred boxcars bein’ pulled in back  
You're stoppin’ at the stations all along the way  
When you roll on by, you can hear them say

Chorus:  
You're such a smooth operator, smooth operator  
You're such a smooth operator headed down the line  
You got a full head of steam and you're right on time  
You're such a smooth operator, smooth operator  
You're such a smooth operator and that's a fact  
'Cause you're the king of the railroad track

You travel along through the countryside  
Just playin' your song on those railway ties  
You're headed home and your whistle blows  
Down at the station everybody knows

(Chorus)
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3. “This Train”  
Traditional - Adapted By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Toy Trains 5 Video)

This train is bound for Glory, this train  
This train is bound for Glory, this train  
This train is bound for Glory  
Carries the righteous and the holy  
This train is bound for Glory, this train  

This train don't carry no gamblers, this train  
This train don't carry no gamblers, this train  
This train don't carry no gamblers, no hypocrites, no midnight ramblers  
This train don't carry no gamblers, this train  

(Repeat First Verse)
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4. “Old McDonald Had A Train”
Traditional - Adapted By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains 5 Video)

Old McDonald had a train E-I-E-I-O
And on that train he had a bell E-I-E-I-O
With a clang clang here, and a clang clang there
Here a clang, there a clang, everywhere a clang clang
Old McDonald had a train E-I-E-I-O

Old McDonald had a train E-I-E-I-O
And pulling that train was a big engine E-I-E-I-O
With a chug chug here and a chug chug there
Here a chug, there a chug, everywhere a chug chug
Old McDonald had a train E-I-E-I-O

Old McDonald had a train E-I-E-I-O
And under that train were some railroad track E-I-E-I-O
With a click clack here and a click clack there
Here a click, there a clack, everywhere a click clack
Old McDonald had a train E-I-E-I-O

Old McDonald had a train E-I-E-I-O
And on that train the whistle blew E-I-E-I-O
With a toot toot here and a toot toot there
Here a toot, there a toot, everywhere a toot toot
Old McDonald had a train E-I-E-I-O
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5. “Down At The Station”
   Traditional - Adapted By James B. Coffey
   (I Love Toy Trains 5 Video)

   Down at the station early in the morning
   See the little Puffer Bellies all in a row
   See the engine driver pull the little handle
   Puff, puff, toot, toot...off they go
   (Repeat)

   © 2001 James Brian Coffey (ASCAP)
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6. “My Wooden Train”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Toy Trains 6 Video)  

Sun comes up on another day, it's time for us to go out and play  
But we step outside and it starts to rain, "Hey, let's go play with my wooden train"  
We'll pretend we're takin' a ride  
Rollin' along through the countryside  
Let's stay inside and ignore the rain  
And take a little trip on my wooden train  
Take a little trip on my wooden train  

Turn around and say goodbye, and wave to the people as we go by  
Say hello to farmer Joe, the Misses and their dog named Oreo  
Hello, Mister Rooster how are you, he says right back, "Cock-a-doodle-doo"  
Let's stay inside and ignore the rain  
And take a little trip on my wooden train  
Take a little trip on my wooden train  

In our red caboose we're headed straight  
By the old gas station and the crossing gate  
We pull on the throttle and the whistle blows  
We pass by the trees and the train depots  
There's the city just across the bridge  
And the old school house up on the ridge  
Let's stay inside and ignore the rain  
And take a little trip on my wooden train  
Take a little trip on my wooden train  
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7. “Hard Workin’ Crane”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Toy Trains 6 Video)

I pick things up and I move them around  
To the waiting boxcars, from up off of the ground  
I do a lot of work before the day is done  
Don't you know, I've loaded up a couple of ton

Chorus:  
I'm just workin' real hard  
Cleanin' up the railway yard  
Now I'm loadin’ up the train  
I'm a hard workin' crane

Everyone knows I'm tall and strong  
That's why they call me whenever something goes wrong  
With my powerful wench and my mighty long neck  
I'll be done in no time cleanin' up this wreck

(Chorus)
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8. “Animal Train”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Toy Trains 6 Video)

There's an elephant on the engine he's headed down the track  
With a goose on the caboose and a chicken ridin' in back  
There's a horse upon a handcar and zebras in the railyard  
Oh, the fun has just begun when the animals ride the train

There's a bullfrog on a boxcar with a lizard and a snake  
A gorilla on a gondola. How much more of this can I take?  
There's a hippo on a hopper and a hog in a helicopter  
Oh, the fun has just begun when the animals ride the train

There's a whale in the water tower just swimming 'round and 'round  
There's monkeys on the crossing gate just hanging upside down  
There's a tiger and a mouse and a seal in the station house  
Oh, the fun has just begun when the animals ride the train

There's a turtle on a tanker, he's thinking he's found a friend  
There's a lion on the loading dock and a bear just around the bend  
There's a donkey on a dumper and a pony on a pumper  
Oh, the fun has just begun when the animals ride the train  
Oh, the fun has just begun when the animals ride the train
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9. “Streamliners”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains 7 Video)

Long ago there was a day when it looked like the rails would die away
Other machines would go farther and faster
And the steamer trains were headed for disaster
But men with steel in their veins, vowed to save the railway trains
They worked day and night and when they were done, a new era had just begun

Chorus:
People stared in awe and wonder
They were fast and sleek and full of thunder
They followed the path of smoke and fire
They were called...they were called...Streamliners

When it looked like the rails would not survive like a Phoenix rising they came alive
Headed down that railway line was an engine made for a future time
The Hudson, Daylight and Burlington Zephyr
Standing proud and better than ever
Flying by like the westward wind, a new railroad was ushered in

(Chorus, First Verse, Chorus)
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10. “Railroad Of America”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Toy Trains 7 Video)

Moving on down the line
Forging through birch and pine
Train tracks twist
Through cool mountain mist
That's the Railroad of America

Railroad of America  
Travellin’ through the land I love
Train tracks twist
Through cool mountain mist
That's the Railroad of America

Stretching out mile by mile
Town folk just wave and smile
Rivers, lakes and streams
Smoke, steel and steam
That's the Railroad of America

Railroad of America
Travelling through the land I love
Rivers, lakes and streams
Smoke, steel and steam
That's the Railroad of America

Moving on down the line
Forging through birch and pine
Train tracks twist
Through cool mountain mist
That's the Railroad of America

Railroad of America
Travelling through the land I love
Train tracks twist
Through cool mountain mist
That's the Railroad of America
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11. “Big Train A Comin’”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains 8 Video)

Big train a comin',' comin' down that railway line
Big train a comin',' comin' down that railway line
With that whistle blowin',' tellin' me that's she's on time

I'll take that train to Georgia, tired of bein’ alone
I'll take that train to Georgia, tired of bein’ alone
That big train's comin',' comin' to take me home

(Repeat First Verse)
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12. “Legends Of The Rails”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Toy Trains 9 Video)

I look at the clock it's a quarter to four  
It's been a long day, I can't take anymore  
I've got to get away and head down the track  
With a full head of steam and no lookin' back

I hear the pistons pounding out the beat  
I feel the rhythm underneath my feet  
And I dream...Oh yeah, I dream  
I dream of the legends of the rails...of the legends of the rails

I've got a temperature of a 103  
I've got train fever and the one remedy is a steamer  
Black, headed down the line  
Through the hills and into the pine  
Travellin' along through the countryside  
I put my hand on the throttle and I open it wide  
And I dream...Oh yeah, I dream  
I dream of the legends of the rails...of the legends of the rails

A black silhouette against the moonlight  
A whistle echoing into the night  
By the rocky hills through the mountain snow  
100 miles and 100 to go  
It's a journey back to a place and time  
When a hot cup of coffee only cost you a dime  
And I dream...Oh yeah, I dream  
I dream of the legends of the rails...of the legends of the rails
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13. “Toy Trains Hall Of Fame”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains 9 Video)

Here they come rollin' down the line,
With their engines roarin' lookin' mighty fine
One by one they roll on by, they're a special breed no one can deny
Rise to your feet and give a shout, for the best of the best there is no doubt
People far and wide will remember the names, they belong to the Hall of Fame
They belong to the Hall of Fame, in the Toy Train Hall of Fame
(Repeat)
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14. “Boxcar Boogie”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains 10 Video)

Now there's a brand new dance that has just hit town
It won't take you long until you get it down

Chorus:
It's called the Boxcar Boogie
It's called the Boxcar Boogie
It's called the Boxcar Boogie just a rollin' down the railroad track

Now you just play it cool and hang real loose
Then shuffle your feet and shake your caboose

(Chorus)

You can feel a tingle goin' up your back
When you’re chuggin’ along down the railroad track

(Chorus)
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15. “Take Me To Your Leader”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains 11 Video)

I was minding my own business one sunny summer day
When from out of the sky came a eerie sound from somewhere far away
I looked up to the sky and I couldn’t believe my eyes
A big old flyin’ saucer came right down from sky

I wondered why these aliens had travelled all this way?
Perhaps to make us be their slaves and take us all away
I started to run inside the house and hide beneath my bed
Then I remembered when I was just a boy, what my mama said

Always take the opportunity to make a brand new friend
No matter if they’re green or red or what shape they come in
They may live in your neighbourhood or come from far away
From right next door or Singapore or across The Milky Way

But what if they have three big eyes and smell with their feet?
I suppose we’d be just as strange to them if ever we would meet
They may come from another world and be 12 inches high
But that doesn’t mean we can’t be friends if we just give it a try

Always take the opportunity to make a brand new friend
No matter if they’re green or red or what shape they come in
They may live in your neighbourhood or come from far away
From right next door or Singapore or across The Milky Way

(Repeat)
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16. “Ghosts Of The Rail”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains 11 Video)

With names that would be timeless, they were built sleek and fast
Streamlined for the future and fuelled by the past
They were tall as iron giants cloaked in their steel shrouds
Like chariots from the future arriving on misty clouds

Chorus:
New York Central
Rail and machine, fire, smoke and steam
New York Central
Ghosts of the Rails

From New York to Chicago travellin’ along the rails
You could smell the history in the air with each breath that you’d inhale
Like a noble knight of olden days, with his armour and his shield
And 400,000 pounds of iron, chrome and steel

(Chorus)

With miles of cars behind them, faster than ever before
The 20th Century Limited and the Majestic Commodore
I remember the mighty Mercury like it was yesterday
The train of tomorrow dressed in gleaming gray

(Chorus)
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17. “Freedom Train”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Toy Trains 12 Video)  

Travelling through our great homeland  
Helping us to understand  
What it means to be an American  
Here comes that Freedom Train  

Clear the way she’s coming through  
Painted all red, white and blue  
Making us feel proud and true  
Here comes that Freedom Train  

Chorus:  
Freedom Train  
That Freedom Train  
That Freedom Train  
That Freedom Train  

Dozens of cities along the way  
Hundreds came both night and day  
To see the sights of yesterday  
Aboard that Freedom Train  

In the summer heat and the winter cold  
People came both young and old  
To hear the stories of liberty told  
Aboard that Freedom Train  

(Chorus)  

Freedom for my sister and brother  
Blind of race, creed or color  
Bringing hope to one another  
Here comes that Freedom Train  

Rollin’ through the countryside  
Loaded down with American pride  
Spreading the message far and wide  
Here comes that Freedom Train  

(Chorus)
Travelling through our great homeland
Helping us to understand
What it means to be an American
Here comes that Freedom Train
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18. “I Love Big Trains - Opening Theme”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Big Trains 1 & 2 Videos)

I love big trains
The way they travel down the track
With the smoke comin’ out the stack
There is nothing quite the same
As they travel pass my windowpane
I love big trains

I love big trains
As they travel down the track
With the smoke comin’ out the stack
There is nothing quite the same
As they travel pass my windowpane
I love big trains

I love big trains
In the deep white winter snow
When the summer breezes blow
People think that I’m insane
‘Cause I’ll even go out in the rain
I love big trains
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19. “Be Sensible, Be Smart, Be Safe”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Big Trains 1 Video)

Trains are fun but don’t be fooled
Safety first is a mighty fine rule
Keep your eyes open and promise that you’ll
Be sensible, be smart and be safe
Be sensible, be smart and be safe

Now look both ways at the crossing gate
If a train is comin’, you’d better wait
Take a step back, don’t hesitate to
Be sensible, be smart and be safe
Be sensible, be smart and be safe

The railroad yard is not a playground
Not a good place to fool around
The best advice that I have found is to
Be sensible, be smart and be safe
Be sensible, be smart and be safe
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20. “Home Sweet Home”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Big Trains 1 Video)

Down the line, rain or shine  
Travelling both day and night  
The sound of the tracks  
Pass the hobo shacks  
Billboards and neon lights  
New York to LA almost everyday  
Along this country I roam  
The cabin sways along the railways  
And I always feel right at home  

This is more than a train to me  
There’s no other place I’d rather be  
Some people might think it’s just metal and chrome  
But to me it’s a home sweet home  
To me it’s a home sweet home  

(Repeat All)
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21. “I Love Hauling Freight”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Big Trains 2 Video)

Freight, freight I’m hauling some freight  
Boxes, bundles, cartons and crates  
No matter how big, no matter the weight  
You could say I love hauling freight

Big, small I deliver it all  
I’m so happy when there’s something to haul  
Loading it up or stacking it tall  
As long as I’m haulin’ I’m havin’ a ball

I’ll pick it up an take it to wherever it needs to go  
In the blazing summer sun or in the freezing winter snow  
No matter what the load you can count on the railroad  
To haul it all away would be my treat

Freight, freight isn’t it great  
There’s nothing like a big heavy crate  
From town to town or state to state  
You could say I love hauling freight

I’ll pick it up an take it to wherever it needs to go  
In the blazing summer sun or in the freezing winter snow  
No matter what the load you can count on the railroad  
To haul it all away would be my treat

Freight, freight isn’t it great  
There’s nothing like a big heavy crate  
From town to town or state to state  
You could say I love hauling freight

Freight, freight I’m hauling some freight  
Boxes, bundles, cartons and crates  
No matter how big, no matter the weight  
You could say I love hauling freight  
You could say I love hauling freight

I just love...Yes, I just love hauling freight, hauling freight
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22. “I Love Big Trains - Closing Theme”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Big Trains 2 Video)  

When I see that big engine comin’ down the track  
I get all excited and that’s a fact  
There’s no denyin’ it, I love big trains  

When I know there’s somethin’ big headed down the line  
I feel a chill runnin’ down my spine  
There’s no denyin’ it, I love big trains  

Big old trucks, why, they’re OK  
But I see them on the road almost everyday  
Busses and planes just aren’t the same  
Compared to the sight of a big ol’ train  

When I see that big engine headed down the track  
I get all excited and that’s a fact  
There’s no denyin’ it, I love big trains  

Big old trucks, why, they’re OK  
But I see them on the road almost everyday  
Busses and planes just aren’t the same  
Compared to the sight of a big ol’ train  

When I know there’s somethin’ big headed down the line  
I feel a chill runnin’ down my spine  
There’s no denyin’ it, I love big trains  
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23. “I Love Lionel - Theme”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Lionel Video)

It drives me so insane
As I watch that little train
Comin’ down that little railroad track
As everyone can tell, I love my Lionel
Every car and house and little shack
I love Lionel, I love Lionel

I love to hear the sound
As it travels round and round
And little those puffs of smoke that rise and swirl
Everyone can see
It’s the only train for me
There’s nothing else like it in the world
I love Lionel, I love Lionel

Every night I dream
Of that little smoke and steam
As another train comes engine around the bend
And it’s such a special day
Every time I play
All the neighborhood becomes my friend
I love Lionel, I love Lionel
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24. “So Happy Under The Sea”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Lionel Video)

No income tax, no bills to pay
I just swim around and dream all day
No traffic jams, no busy streets
There’s lots of room and plenty to eat

Chorus:
I say yeah, yeah, yeah, I’ve got everything that I need
I say yeah, yeah, yeah, I’m so happy under the sea

No standin’ in line, no having to wait
No clocks to tell me when I’m late
I just live my life the way I choose
Everyday is an ocean cruise

(Chorus)

No telephones, no fax machines
No grass to mow, no house to clean
No going to work from 9 to 5
My only job is just stayin’ alive

(Chorus)
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25. “Ridin’ On A Train”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Lionel Video)

You can hear the conductor yell, ”All Aboard”
Then the boxcars leap and the engines roar
The clanging of the bells forms a beautiful chord
I’m ridin’ on a train
The signal lights are all aglow
And the boxcars are lined up in a row
My bags are packed and I’m ready to go
I’m ridin’ on a train

I love to ride on the old railroad
Why it’s better than some old TV show
It doesn’t really matter justa where I go
I’m on my way, I’m on my way, I’m on my way, yeah
The whole wide world goes passin’ by
Under a beautiful sunny sky
Everything’s perfect, oh me, oh my
I’m ridin’ on a train

(Repeat)
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26. “Toy Train”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(I Love Lionel Video)

When it’s time to play with my toy train  
I’ll be the engineer  
Up and down the track  
With a clickity clack  
Whistle blowin’ for all to hear  
I’ll wave to you as I pass by  
But I must be on my way  
As I ring the bell  
I will wish you well  
As I travel along the way

When it’s time to play with my toy train  
The conductor I will be  
As the engine roars  
Yelling, “All Aboard! Take your ticket if you please”  
Or, maybe I’ll be the fireman  
With my arms lean and strong  
I’ll the shovel that coal  
Fill the firebox full  
While I singing a railroad song

When it time to play with my toy train  
The flagman I’ll pretend  
I’ll wave the red  
When there's danger ahead  
And save the day again  
Or, maybe I’ll be the gate man  
In my little house I’ll stay  
And with my lantern light  
I’ll guide you right  
And send you along the way
And now, the day is over
I can’t play anymore
It’s time to say goodnight
And turn out the light
And head slowly for the door
I look back at my toy trains
And all my little friends
And there they’ll stay until the next day
When I come and play again
And there they’ll stay until the next day
When I come and play again
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27. “Roadnames”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Lionel Video)

Now, some of them are still around
And some have faded away
Their memories still remain
When I play with my trains
And I think of those grand old days
There was such anticipation
At the railway station to see what was comin’ in
My eyes light up when I see those trains
I love those old rail roadnames

Now the Union Pacific is still terrific
At home on the railway
The New York Central is so memorable
And so it the Santa Fe
The old Alaskan, why, it goes right past ya
Just like an old fashion parade
My eyes light up when I see those trains
I love those old rail roadnames

Now there’s no ignorin’ the old Great Northern
No matter how hard you try
The sight of the engine on the old Virginian,
It’s enough to make a grown man cry
The Texas Special, the Jersey Central
Are like old friends to me
My eyes light up when I see those trains
I love those old railroad names
I remember them well, like an old lost flame
I love those old rail roadnames

© 2003 James Brian Coffey (ASCAP)
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28. “I’ve Been Workin’ On The Railroad”
Traditional - Additional Words and Music by James B. Coffey
(I Love Lionel Video)

I've been workin' on the railroad
All the livelong day
I've been workin' on the railroad
Just to pass the time away
Can’t you hear the whistle blowin’
Rise up so early in the morn
Can’t you hear the captain shouting
“Dinah, blow your horn”

There's a gang car comin’ full of men ready to work the line
Watch out for the burl crane dead ahead tryin' to get down on time
The ballast tamper shuffles the rocks in between the ties
It works so fast, they’ll have it done before the next sunrise

Here comes a handcar down the track with men from the railyard
Better hurry along here comes the boss with his inspection car
The tie injector shoots out planks all along the way
They’ll work the line both day night a’buildin’ the railway
They’ll work the line both day night a’buildin’ the railway

© 2003 James Brian Coffey (ASCAP)
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29. “Oh No! Theme”  
Words & Music By James B. Coffey  
(Oh No! Video)

Oh No! Yes, it happened again! Will this madness never end  
Oh No! It's a loony bin! But it’s OK, it’s just pretend  
Oh No! It’s a crazy time, everyone here has lost their minds  
They’re more fun comin' just around the bend  
Oh No! Yeah, you'd better stand back! Don't’ look now he’s off his track  
Oh No! He's a maniac! Better duck, he’s about to quack  
Oh No! Yes, it’s out of control just stand back and let'er role  
They’re more fun comin’ just around the bend  
Oh No! More fun just around the bend  
Oh No! More fun just around the bend  
Oh No!
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30. “One More Train”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(Oh No! Video)

Chorus:
One more train, one more train
All I really need is just a one more train
People think it’s sad and it sounds pretty strange
But all I really need is just a one more train

I started collectin’ trains when I was only five
I’ve got so many now, they’re stack six feet high
How many more I need, I can easily explain
All I really need is just a one more train

(Chorus)

I love my little trains they’re like children to me
I tuck them in at night and give them TLC
Before I go to bed I tell my wife, “sleep tight”
Then I roll right on over and kiss my train good night

(Chorus)

We were drivin’ home one day when my wife started to complain
She said, “Honey, it’s either me or those silly little trains”
I’ll never forget that day drivin’ home in the car
“Honey, you know I still love ya, wherever you are”

(Chorus)

Today I went down to the local hobby store
And I bought me engine number 104
Now some of you might think I’m the luckiest guy alive
But all I can think about is engine number 105

(Chorus)
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31. “I Love Toy Trains - Closing Theme”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains 1-12 Videos)

I love toy trains, I love toy trains
I love to hear that sound of that clickity clack
As they travel along down the railroad track
With the little boxcars bein’ pulled in back
And that little puff of smoke comin' out of the stack

I love toy trains, I love toy trains
I love the way they look and the way they sound
Stoppin' at the stations in every town
I love the way they travel all around and 'round
That's the reason I love toy trains

I love to hear the sound of that clickity clack
As they travel along down the railroad track
With the little boxcars bein’ pulled in back
That's the reason I love toy trains
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32. “Thanks Again”
Words & Music By James B. Coffey
(I Love Toy Trains - The Final Show Video)

It seems like only yesterday
When the very first steamer pulled away
And through the years we’ve seen it all
Railroad trains both big and small
Mountains, rivers and diesel trains
Tractors, trucks and giant cranes
But I would like to say before it ends

Thanks again
From all your small and big train lovin’ friends
For showing us what lies around the bend
I hope someday that we will meet again

We have seen some wonderful sights
From crossing gates to signal lights
Dinosaurs on railroad cars
Aliens from the planet Mars
Crashes, spills and funny jokes
Far away places and friendly folks
We wish the journey never had to end

So, thanks again
From all your small and big train lovin’ friends
For showing us what lies around the bend
I hope someday that we will meet again
So, thanks again

We certainly have enjoyed the view
And learned a little thing or two
How tracks are build and ties are laid
How bridges work and steamers are made
Now the station house draws near
And a final wave from the engineer
I’d like to say before the journey ends
Thanks again
From all your small and big train lovin’ friends
For showing us what lies around the bend
I hope someday that we will meet again
So, thanks again
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1. I Love Toy Trains Opening Theme 1:27  
2. Smooth Operator 2:00  
3. This Train 1:31  
4. Old McDonald Had A Train 3:19  
5. Down At The Station 2:05  
6. Wooden Train 1:50  
7. Hard Workin’ Crane 1:41  
8. Animal Train 2:14  
9. Streamliners 3:30  
10. Railroad Of America 3:40  
11. Big Train A Comin’ 2:47  
12. Legends Of The Rails 2:55  
13. Toy Trains Hall Of Fame 3:20  
14. Boxcar Boogie 2:06  
15. Take Me To Your Leader 2:17  
16. Ghosts Of The Rail 2:28  
17. Freedom Train 2:52  
18. I Love Big Trains - Opening Theme 1:42  
19. Be Sensible, Be Smart, Be Safe 1:33  
20. Home Sweet Home 3:29  
21. I Love Hauling Freight 2:11  
22. I Love Big Trains - Closing Theme 2:11  
23. I Love Lionel - Theme 2:18  
24. So Happy Under The Sea 2:27  
25. Ridin’ On A Train 2:04  
26. Toy Train 2:08  
27. Roadnames 2:45  
28. I’ve Been Workin’ On The Railroad 1:47  
29. Oh No! Theme :53  
30. One More Train 2:54  
31. I Love Toy Trains - Closing Theme 1:36  
32. Thanks Again I Love Toy Trains - The Final Show 2:27  
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